Insurance Lawyer: 3 years+ post admission
(Sydney)
Are you interested in working for a progressive law firm?
About HBA Legal
HBA Legal is a specialist insurance law firm, today servicing clients across Australia and
overseas. HBA partners with underwriters, brokers, insurers, insureds, and large self-insured
companies. HBA is one of Australia’s leading defendant-only insurance practices, forging the
way
in
creative
problem
solving
and
commercially
oriented
solutions.
HBA removed the shackles of bureaucracy and traditional thinking so often seen in big
law firms, enabling true business partnerships with clients. We achieve this the ‘HBA
Way’, following NewLaw principles pivoting on flexibility, accessibility and innovation. We
simplify and solve our clients’ challenges. We have offices in Sydney, Perth, Brisbane,
Melbourne and Newcastle.
HBA Group also encompasses claims management business Paratus (Melbourne) and
legal process and technology provider Pillion (Newcastle). HBA’s lawyers provide the legal
advice that makes Paratus truly unique as a claims management business. Pillion helps HBA
Legal and Paratus keep their admin costs down to support the very competitive fees they offer
clients, while also delivering savvy IT solutions to support both businesses. That’s evolution.
That’s innovation. That’s HBA Group.
About the Role
We have a vacancy for an ambitious lawyer who is technically excellent with a strong
commercial awareness and an interest in NewLaw operations.
Based in our Sydney CBD office we are looking for a switched-on insurance lawyer with at
least three years post admission experience. You will join a highly-regarded group of
professionals who have a refreshing take on how they and their teams work. These teams
specialise predominantly in the areas of public and product liability claims.
The ideal candidate will provide exceptional service to clients, thrive on problem solving and
enjoy working in a tight knit collaborative team environment. You will be expected to work
independently in a highly professional environment where a work/life balance is actively
encouraged. You will be proficient in managing public liability matters and have the support of
partners, paralegals and admin staff in order to do so.

Why choose HBA?
We offer an inclusive and progressive work environment where the only limitation is yourself.
We are a constantly evolving enterprise, embracing new ideas and forging a path through the
changing legal industry. We have a great central CBD location close to public transport, and
you will be working in a national firm with some of the best minds in the business. You will
receive excellent mentoring, opportunity for growth, and hopefully have a lot of fun along the
way.
We have a values-based culture and your success will be underpinned by your commitment
to our core values - Generous, Genuine, Creative, Collaborative.

Interested?
If you are keen to accelerate your career, would like to step away from the traditional law firm
model and have experience working in this field we encourage you to apply.
Please call Fiona Smith, HR Manager, for a confidential chat on 0402 048 805.

